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Abstract: Privacy is the main impression term in present days for accessing services from biggest company profile units. In this user 
profile privacy is the main constitute even approach for accessing services with their relevant data aspects present in social network. In 
this way we process sufficient data organization with their relevant data representation of the user profiles in social networks for 
providing privacy to their user profiles. Traditionally more number of techniques were introduced for providing privacy to this event 
management operations, but they are not provide an efficient communication privacy on user profiles when increasing the number users 
in social network. So in this paper we introduce a solution for three different problems with their relative data management operations. 
They are Social Privacy, Institutional Privacy and Surveillance Privacy. In social privacy every user share his services with their own 
friends or private users only, In Institutional privacy incoming mails from social network maintainer with their relative data 
management and communication network efficiency. In Surveillance privacy providing security from threats present in the social 
network process. Our experimental results demonstrate efficient privacy considerations in privacy issue management operations on user 
profiles. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Daily millions of people using the Social network sites for 
entertainment, business purposes and socialization, Such as 
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Google plus and LinkedIn[1]. 
To keep in touch with friends, relatives, etc. Even in the 
“transparent” earth produced by the Facebooks, Linked 
Insand Twitters of this world, users have legitimate 
privacyprospects that may be violated [2], [3].The present 
paper is outlining about the most daily used social 
Networking Sites in order tounderstand the spectrum of the 
issue with social network privacy. Every minute of the day 
around 7 lack pieces of content are shared on the Facebook, 
1 lack tweets are sent on the Twitter, 2 million search queries 
are made on Google, 50 hours of video are uploaded to 
YouTube, 48 thousand apps are downloaded from the App 
store, 4 thousand photos are shared on Instagram and 571 
websites are created. 
 
The Micro- blogging sites are similar to blogs, it is a micro 
journal of what is befalling correctly at present, people 
contribution what is going on in their mortal life or 
information somebody wants to contribution [4]. Privacy 
issues become a major concern for both social network site 
users and owners. Our aim is to provide an individual user 
can select which features of his/her profile he/she wishes to 
conceal. So, we develop like every user must satisfy the 
some credentials using some privacy issues.Social network 
sites have collected vast amount of personal data, which can 
be sculptured by social graphs. Publishing social graphs is 
important for business applications and investigators. More 
and more investigators found that it is great chance to obtain 
useful information from the social network data, such as the 
community growth, user behavior, disease spreading, etc. 
However it is paramount that published social network data 
should not reveal private information of individuals[5]. Thus, 
how to defend individual’s privacy and at the same time 
preserve the utility of social network data becomes a 
challenging for social network users and owners. 
 
 

2. Literature Survey 
 
Dissimilar communities of interests of computer science 
investigators consume undertook some of the troubles that 
grow in Social Networks, and stretched a various wander of 
“privacy problem solutions”. These are accept intention 
precepts to address Social Network privacy consequences. 
Each of these solutions is formulated with a particular type 
of user, use, and privacy problem in bear in mind. This has 
had some positive consequences: we at present have a broad 
spectrum of attacks to take on the complex privacy problems 
of Social Networks [6]. At the same time, it has extended to 
a fragmented landscape of solutions that address apparently 
unrelated problems. As a result, the immenseness and 
diversity of the field remains mostly inaccessible to 
outsiders, and at times even to investigators within computer 
science who are particularized in a particular privacy 
problem. Hence, one of the aims of this paper is to put these 
attacks to privacy in Social Networks into view. 
 
We recognize three types of privacy problems that 
investigators in computer science fishing tackle. They are 
Social Privacy, Institutional Privacy and Surveillance 
Privacy troubles. The first approach “social privacy” 
addresses problems related to users fear of intrusion induced 
by other users. They capture, for example, the fear of 
constituting haunted, hectored, made turn of, or constituting 
exhibited to bitter content. Some users have a firm awareness 
of social privacy. Many of them demonstrate rigorous 
privacy settings, potently governing the access to and 
visibility of their profiles.  The second approach 
“institutional privacy”[7] addresses problems related to a) 
users fear about Private and Public institutions expend 
personal data for undesired intentions. b) users missing 
assure and supervision over the accumulation and processing 
of their data in Social Networks. The consciousness of 
institutional privacy is much less labeled. Only a small 
minority of study participants concern about institutions 
bothering and using their personal data. Taking that the 
sample comprises of educated, young people this 
encountering seems even more noteworthy. Evidently, the 
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assure over the more real and accessible form of privacy 
encounters many users. The third approach “surveillance 
privacy” addresses problems related to people’s fear about 
when the personal data and social fundamental interaction of 
Social Network users are rendered by governments and 
service suppliers. 
 
Each of these attacks abstracts off some of the complexity of 
secrecy in Social Networks in order to concentrate on to a 
greater extent resolvable wonders. Nevertheless, identifiers 
exploiting from unlike views disagree not only in what they 
abstract, but also in their rudimentary premisses about what 
the secrecy problem is. Thus, the social privacy, institutional 
privacy, and surveillance privacy problems finish 
constituting dealt as if they were independent developments. 
Present the users worried about so many privacy issues in the 
social networks. a) Current access control systems for social 
networks are either too repressive or too liberate. b) A social 
network can modify it’s privacy indemnity at any time 
without a user’s license. c) Copy and repost information 
admit photos, videos, content, messages etc. without user’s 
license. d) A user tenably gestates empowered contacts to be 
capable to view it. But who else can construe it, and what 
incisively is seeable? 
 
The web of social privacy and surveillance privacy 
researched in this paper is well covered to institutional 
privacy. The way in which personal assure and institutional 
foil demands, as determined by legislation, are enforced has 
an affect on both social and surveillance privacy troubles, 
and vice versa. Nevertheless, when identifiers fishing tackle 
institutional privacy they once again do so as if it were a 
trouble independent of the other two troubles. Explore on 
institutional privacy is adjusted with regulative attacks to 
privacy, e.g., the FIPPs (Fair Information Practice Principles) 
advocated by the  FTC (Federal Trade Commission) and the 
EU DPD (EU Data Protection Directive). Both FIPPs and the 
EU DPD filter to balance organizational and soul demands in 
information collection and marching: organizations should 
be capable to gather, process and share personal information, 
and they should furnish users with some foil and assure over 
the Lapplander – with a number of exclusions. Computer 
science explore on institutional privacy studies ways of 
improving organizational data management patterns for 
submission. Investigators do not nevertheless study how 
social privacy effects may reconfigure organizational 
information management particular to Social Networks [8]. 
Almost significantly, seldom do investigators throughout the 
3 communities cooperate to address these conflicts. 
 
The rest of the paper our goal is to demonstrate that even by 
awaiting at surveillance social privacy research, it can be 
indicated that the time is ripe for a more holistic approach to 
privacy in Social Networks. This article provides a relative 
analysis of solutions dealing the surveillance, Institutional 
and social privacy problems, and lookups how the web of 
these three types of problems can be covered in computer 
science privacy explore. We first look at the tales that inform 
surveillance, institutional and social privacy problems in 
Social Networks. We then furnish a helicopter view of the 
privacy solutions that aim to counter surveillance, 
institutional and social privacy problems in Social Networks. 
Specifically, we focus on the fundamental premises, problem 

explanations, methods and goals of the approaches. There are 
many shades that we brush over in order to emphasize the 
worldviews predominant in the three approaches. Finally, we 
juxtapose their departures in order to realize their upgradable 
opposition and discover research questions that so far have 
been left unrequited. By doing so, we not only put the unlike 
approaches into view, but we also start investigating into a 
more holistic approach to dealing social network  users and 
owners privacy problems in Social Networks. 
 
3. Problem Definition 
 
Three types of privacy problems are defined and tackle. 
Those are Social privacy problem, surveillance privacy 
problem and institutional privacy problem. 
 
3.1 Social Privacy Problem 
 
Social privacy concerns describe people’s fear of intrusion 
caused by other people. They capture for example the fear of 
being stalked, bullied or being exposed to unpleasant 
content. An informal social gathering, especially one 
organized by the members of a particular club or group. 
Some sites may share information such as email or user 
information with other parties. Once you post any 
information/image/video it you lose control a) Post it and 
anyone can take it b) It can be traded and given to other 
people. c) It can be passes around. d) Hundreds could have it. 
e) Remove it today and it could reappear anytime. Nowadays 
the Social Network service  providers encourage non-users to 
participate and users to engage more and more. This is done 
by means of the site design (“what’s on your mind?”, “help 
XY find friends”, “write something”, “write a comment”…), 
the affordances of the technology and driven by Social 
Network sites very business model. 
 
3.2. Institutional Privacy Problem 
 
Suppose we click on some advertisement, our information is 
stored on the particular company so we can lose our 
information. peoples fear of intrusion caused by public or 
private institutions such as the use personal data for 
undesired purposes. Some private companies are decided to 
attract people so; those are intended to create prestige rather 
than immediate sales. In marketing the ‘collect once, use 
many times’ approach practiced in government 
organizations, agencies. Consider the process of the 
increasing technology requirement, every increasing 
technology proposes the invariant specifications with 
considerable possibilities, mean that more and more data will 
be collected and stored, including detailed personal data. 
 
3.3 Surveillance privacy problem 
 
Actually we don’t know who will see our profile/page/my 
friends. We don’t know who will retrieve our information. In 
present social networking sites we will retrieve some much 
of information about unknown persons also without telling 
him. We don’t know who will observe my information 
closely. 
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4. Approach 
 

 
Figure 1: Approaches to privacy 

 
4.1 Social Network Server Implementation 
 
When user creating an account they have to fill the some 
fields. Those are name, father name, address, phone number, 
email, hobbies, date of birth, school, college details, work 
area, photos, videos, albums etc… Here the user can choose 
three parameters (public, private, protected). Based on the 
user’s choice the module is active. 
 
4.2 Privacy Enhancing Technologies (PET) 
implementation 
 
Privacy-Enhancing Technologies [9] is a system of ICT 
measures protecting informational privacy by eliminating or 
minimizing personal data thereby preventing unnecessary or 
unwanted processing of personal data, without the loss of the 
functionality of the information system. 
 
4.2.1 Social privacy initialization during Content 
Management 
This is dependent on Social privacy initialization. Here the 
user can choose three parameters (public, private, protected). 
Based on the user’s selection the module is activated. 
 
4.2.2 Institutional privacy initialization during 
Registration 
Suppose we click on some advertisement, our information is 
stored on the particular company so we can lose our 
information. So, here provide ad blocking. Based on users 
interest Accept/Denied the advertisements. In present the 
social network sites provide periodic updates to particular 
user mail. But some users not interested on the periodic 
updates so, here we provide based on users interest we 
provide yes/no options for receiving mails. 
 
4.2.3 Surveillance Initialization on Self Profile and 
Content 
In this we provide surveillance report about who will see 
your profile/page. We provide which actioner /which 
action/which time/action type/sensitive action is performed 
on your profile. We provide security from threats present in 
the social network process. 
 
 
 

4.3 Disclosure containment for anonymous users 
 
Social privacy provided using username and pass word 
provided by the each user (check profile details in developed 
applications) present in the network advancement. Verify 
each user details if that particular user was present or not in 
the online social network where the condition was checked 
by all the users if they are accessed services or not. Intruder 
detection was verified by the user name and password of 
each user, if that particular was present or not in his friends 
list. If user was not present in the processing online social 
networks then find his/her mail id as an intruder with 
specified foundation of online social security. Social 
independence security also verified by all the users present  
in the social security in data sharing process which was 
organized by the all the users present in the online social 
networks. If users were not interest to take updates from 
source of the application of social networks then he/she was 
also have permissions to stop their updates in presented 
application. 
 
4.4 Surveillance Results 
 
When the others who are not friends for me are accessing my 
profile then by the intruder detection i get the message that 
includes how many times, what data is browsed for how 
much time in a day display on my wall. Depending on this 
surveillance report proper action can be taken if that 
particular person is a intruder. 
 
5. Discussion 
 
We showed in the previous sections that the four approaches 
frame and address the Social Network privacy problem very 
differently. Given the complexity of addressing privacy in 
social networks, this is a requisite step to break down the 
trouble into more intelligible parts. The issue is, however, 
that the surveillance, institutional and social privacy 
approaches may really have come to consistently abstract 
one another aside [10]. As a ensue, even though they 
verbalize about the same development, i.e., privacy in social 
networks, they end up regaling the surveillance, institutional 
and social privacy problems as independent of each other. In 
the following, we undertake some of the questions. 
 
 Who has the assurance to formulate what makes a privacy 

problem in social networks? 
 How is the privacy problem in social networks enunciated? 
 What is the background of the privacy problem? 
 
5.1 Who has the assurance to formulate what makes a 
privacy problem in social network? 
 
Nowadays the social networks turn desegregated into 
unremarkable life, users incline to take them as a given, and 
are probably to describe on how they make do with the given 
intention. This farther restrains what can be disclosed 
through user studies. For example, a study that asks users to 
severely enlist in the values and ideologies implanted into a 
particular social network design, or to suppose radical design 
choices, may overtake participants and fail to furnish results. 
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 In order to address this restriction, we may have to 
inaugurate other methods, e.g., workshops in which mortals 
research designs together with users. 
 
5.2 How is the privacy problem in social networks 
enunciated? 
 
In social privacy, one dispute prevarications in ascertaining 
the appropriate mechanisms through which social network 
users can bed is closed to complex and unintelligible privacy 
consequences. This may endue users to find their 
emplacements on matters that do not appear to directly affect 
them. How to behavior studies that surface the user view on 
abstract risks and impairments remains however an open 
question. 
 
5.3 What is the background of the privacy problem?  
 
In the social privacy view, the privacy problems are 
consociated with boundary talks and decision making. Both 
expressions are pertained with willing actions, i.e., 
designated disclosures and interactions. Accordingly, user 
studies are more potential to arouse interests with respect to 
explicitly shared information than with respect to implicitly 
generated d information. In demarcation, PETs research is 
mainly pertained with ensuring privateness of data to 
unauthorized parties. Here, any information, explicit or 
implicit, that can be tapped to learn something about the 
users is of interest. 
 
Finally, users may gain from being capable to question 
averages maintained through intention. There are positions in 
which social network providers build sealed actions 
inconspicuous in order to fore fend conflict, e.g., in 
Facebook users are not communicated when their friends 
delete their kinship. These norms set by social network 
suppliers alter certain social talkies but incapacitate others. 
This begs a keener question that is escaping in social privacy 
research and that is only partially addressed with PETs: what 
can we bid users to raise their power to say what they want – 
admitting looks that contest design, as well as social norms? 
 
In addition to studying privacy practices, researchers have 
focused on the role of decision making in social privacy 
problems. A number of studies in behavioral economics 
point to failures in individual or social decision-making as 
the source of many social privacy problems in Social 
Networks. These show that users systematically fail to 
correctly estimate privacy risks and to match their privacy 
preferences to their actual behaviors. These failures motivate 
the exploration of design mechanisms that aid users in 
making better privacy decisions –especially when they lack 
complete information, are subject to cognitive and behavioral 
biases, and are uncertain with respect to the outcomes of 
their decisions. 
 
6. Conclusion and Future Scope 
 
By laying their conflicts, we were capable to describe how 
the social, surveillance and institutional privacy investigators 
necessitate complementary questions. Privacy research needs 
a more holistic approach that benefits from the knowledge 
base of the three perspectives. Overall consideration of all 

the events present in the social network progression there is a 
process of accessing services with their perspective data 
event management operations with their reflexive data 
analysis in social network security with their relative data 
protection based on common achievements of all the 
required applications for providing security in real time 
applications. For doing this work efficiently, our developed 
approach we develop an holistic approach for accessing 
services from users present in the social network process 
with their relative data management operations in 
commercial event security. Privacy Enhancing Technology is 
the holistic approach for accessing services with their 
relative data security with processing operations in real time 
security operations in accessing services with their 
processing time. PET technology was developed by security 
experts with constitute of human computer interaction 
between all the user operations present in the real time 
application progression environment security issues with 
commercial data management with their data representation. 
On the other hand there is a positive representation of data 
security based on consequences of the security issues with 
their commercial analyzing systems from adversarial 
viewpoint is the key aspect for understanding the subversive 
uses of information systems for accessing services with user 
applications. The main use of surveillance to investigate and 
prevent crime and then surveillance carries within the risk of 
infringing on the individual rights to privacy and freedom of 
expression with including services in conversional human 
objects with rights in real time security issues present in 
social security network processes for achieving its stated 
goals and risks of failure with abuse and misapplication of 
developed application. Instead of using this approach for 
activity classification, principle using artificial neural 
networks might be an appropriate alternative. 
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